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ABSTRACT
Background: The transit of blood through the beating heart is a basic aspect of cardiovascular
physiology which remains incompletely studied. Quantification of the components of multidirectional flow in the normal left ventricle (LV) is lacking, making it difficult to put the changes
observed with LV dysfunction and cardiac surgery into context. Methods: Three dimensional,
three directional, time resolved magnetic resonance phase-contrast velocity mapping was performed at 1.5 Tesla in 17 normal subjects, 6 female, aged 44 ± 14 years (mean ± SD). We
visualized and measured the relative volumes of LV flow components and the diastolic changes
in inflowing kinetic energy (KE). Of total diastolic inflow volume, 44 ± 11% followed a direct, albeit curved route to systolic ejection (videos 1 and 2), in contrast to 11% in a subject with mildly
dilated cardiomyopathy (DCM), who was included for preliminary comparison (video 3). In normals, 16 ± 8% of the KE of inflow was conserved to the end of diastole, compared with 5% in the
DCM patient. Blood following the direct route lost or transferred less of its KE during diastole
than blood that was retained until the next beat (1.6 ± 1.0 millijoules vs 8.2 ± 1.9 millijoules, p
< 0.05); whereas, in the DCM patient, the reduction in KE of retained inflow was 18-fold greater
than that of the blood tracing the direct route. Conclusion: Multidimensional flow mapping can
measure the paths, compartmentalization and kinetic energy changes of blood flowing into the
LV, demonstrating differences of KE loss between compartments, and potentially between the
flows in normal and dilated left ventricles.

INTRODUCTION
Inside the beating ventricle, blood cells find their path through
a trabeculated cavern with rapidly changing size, shape and
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potentially competing flows. Computational modeling (1–4),
pressure catheters (5), and two-dimensional imaging methods
(6, 7) have given information on some aspects of flow within the
ventricle, particularly near the valves. Other areas within the LV
cavity are less well characterized. Planar imaging or methods
based on unidirectional velocity measures, such as Doppler
ultrasound, have not been adequate to describe, nor effectively
measure the time-varying and intrinsically three dimensional
characteristics of blood flow within the cavities of the heart.
Many features of normal left ventricular (LV) flow have been
incorporated in a growing understanding of cardiac flow behavior (8–14). Flow streaming, vortices and core flow regions are
components of the normal flow of both left and right ventricles,
and functional advantages have been attributed to their distribution in normal hearts (12) and in the setting of heart failure and
valve disease (15–17).
In order to provide a context for these previous observations and to address persistent questions about normal LV flow
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organization, we sought to describe the spatial distribution and
components of dynamic LV flow using intrinsically three dimensional, three directional, time resolved velocity mapping.
We hypothesized that visualization of the separate components
of normal LV inflow would differentiate distributions among LV
regions, and that it would be possible to identify a direct pathway
through the LV that minimizes the loss of kinetic energy (KE)
during diastole.

METHODS
Phase contrast CMR data acquisition
Three dimensional, three directional, time resolved velocity
data were collected from 17 healthy volunteers between 24 to 62
years of age (Table 1), as well as a single subject with dilated cardiomyopathy (DCM). All normal subjects demonstrated normal
systolic and diastolic left ventricular function by transthoracic
echocardiography. All subjects gave informed consent, and the
study was approved by the regional ethics committee for human
research at the Faculty of Health Sciences, Linköping University, Sweden.
A 1.5 T CMR scanner (Signa Horizon, GE Healthcare, Milwaukee, Wisconsin, USA) was used with a modified 3D phase
contrast pulse sequence to acquire time-resolved 3D velocity data from an axial volume encompassing the entire heart
(Fig. 1a) (18). Acquisition parameters used were: repetition
time (TR) = 18 ms, echo time (TE) = 6 ms, flip angle = 20◦ ,
number of excitations (NEX) = 1 and velocity encoding range
(VENC) = ±60 cm/s in all three directions. Temporal phase unwrapping was applied to extend the usable velocity range (19,
20). Spatial resolution was 1 × 4 × 4 mm3 (FOV 300 × 300 ×
Table 1. Subject characteristics
Subject

Age
(years)

Gender

Heart Rate
(bpm)

Normals:

1
24
F
50
2
49
M
51
3
62
M
52
4
45
M
55
5
59
M
56
6
25
M
57
7
50
M
60
8
26
M
61
9
58
M
63
10
54
F
63
11
57
M
68
12
56
M
70
13
33
M
71
14
57
F
72
15
26
F
82
16
29
F
82
17
42
F
82
Patient:
DCM
51
M
62
Normal Subjects Average ± SD: 44 ± 14
64.3 ± 10.8
Range:
24 – 62 M 11/F 6
50 – 82
bpm = beats per minute, DCM = dilated cardiomyopathy, SD =
standard deviation.
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Figure 1. Three dimensional intracardiac velocity data can be visualized according to region or flow of interest. (a) The threedimensional data set (red box) incorporates the cardiac structures
(gray scale orientation slices). Particle trace pathlines are calculated from velocity (v) data integrated over time (t) starting from a
point of interest (green emission grid). (b) Inflow traces are shown
as they arise from the original rectangular emitter plane during their
first time step. Their origins define the irregularly shaped mitral annular area.

112 mm3 , matrix 256 × 76 × 28) or 1 × 3 × 8 mm3 (FOV 300 ×
300 × 128 mm3 , matrix 256 × 96 × 16) in the frequency (rightleft), phase (anterior-posterior) and slice (superior-inferior)
encoding directions, respectively. With the first parameter setting, only a cylindrical region of k-space was acquired, and
the corners of the kykz plane were zero filled, resulting in a
scan time of approximately 30 minutes with both settings. With
the four velocity encoded echoes interleaved and no further
k-space segmentation used, the temporal resolution was 72 ms.
Every k-space line was sampled during an interval of at least
1.15 seconds. In the offline retrospective reconstruction, samples falling outside the first heart cycle were wrapped back into
the first beat, which improved the temporal resolution at heart
rates above 52 bpm (20). The acquired k-space data were zero
filled to a matrix size of 256 × 256 × 32 prior to the Fourier
transform, resulting in a voxel size of 1 × 1 × 4 mm in the reconstructed velocity data. Thirty two time steps were retrospectively
interpolated over the cardiac cycle. The obtained velocity data
were subsequently corrected for Maxwell effects based on the
gradient waveforms used (21), and for eddy current effects by
subtracting a linear three-dimensional function fitted to regions
containing stationary tissue. Additional two-dimensional slices
were acquired separately to aid in anatomical orientation. Intracardiac vortices were automatically identified with a previously
described flow characterization technique (22).

Particle trace analysis
A particle trace is the path that an imaginary particle would
take through a velocity field from a given starting point and time
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(Fig. 1a) (23, 24). We calculated these trajectories by integration
of the multidimensional velocity data that we acquired (20).
A commercially available flow visualization package (EnSight,
CEI Inc, Apex, North Carolina, USA) was used to interactively
place particle trace emitters and region-of-interest (ROI) planes
and to calculate and visualize the particle traces (20). Subsequent
analysis of the particle trace velocity and spatial coordinates
was done using customized software developed in Matlab (The
MathWorks Inc., Natick, Massachusetts, USA).

Flow separation and visualization
A rectangular emitter grid was placed in the left atrium near
the anatomic position of the mitral annulus at end-diastole; the
emitter was sized to exceed the atrial confines in order to include
all possible inflow (Fig. 1b). Four hundred particle traces were
emitted from a 20 × 20 grid at each time step throughout the
cardiac cycle. Inflow traces were identified by requiring that they
cross a plane placed downstream at the mitral vena contracta
(VC). The irregular mitral annular shape is identified by the
origins of the inflow traces (Fig. 1b).
A subset of inflow traces crossed planes at both the mitral vena
contracta and the left ventricular outflow tract (LVOT) within
one cardiac cycle; these were considered Direct flow. Retained
inflow traces crossed the mitral vena contracta, but remained in
the LV at the end of systole (Fig. 2a, b).
In order to identify the other, non-inflow components of the
LV volume at end diastole, 400 particle traces were emitted from
the LVOT during systole. Integration was performed backwards
in time to demonstrate where the traces had come from; extraneous traces were removed by requiring crossing of an upstream
LVOT plane. The remaining traces were then divided into Direct
flow, which originated from the left atrium during the preceding
diastole, and Delayed Ejection flow, which originated in the LV
itself (Fig. 2c).

Figure 2. Components of left ventricular volume can be identified
by their behavior. (a) Direct flow and Retained inflow traces are
shown for early diastole. The arrow demonstrates the direction of
flow. (b) Direct flow and Retained inflow traces are shown for late
diastole (also see Videos 1 and 2). (c) Direct flow and Delayed
Ejection outflow traces are emitted in early systole from the left
ventricular outflow tract and traced backwards in time. Direct flow
traces = velocity-encoded, red to yellow; Retained inflow and Delayed Ejection traces = blue.

Quantification of flow
Relative volumes of flow components
Every particle trace originated from an equal-sized patch of
the original emitting grid. The flow volume represented by each
trace was the product of the cross sectional area of its patch
on the grid, its center velocity at the time of trace emission,
and the duration of one time step. The inflow volume for each
time step was the sum of volumes calculated for all inflowgenerating patches. The total diastolic inflow volume was the
sum of inflow volumes from all diastolic time steps and was
separated into Direct and Retained inflow volumes. The volume
of the Delayed Ejection flow was the sum of volumes from
corresponding LVOT patches at all systolic time steps.
We anticipated that a final component of the total LVEDV
would be a Residual Volume that had entered the LV more than
one cycle before the analyzed beat and was destined to remain in
the LV even after the next systole. This could not be visualized
using particle trace methods. In order to obtain a rough estimate
of the LV end-diastolic shape and volume, we created a wire

frame hull (25) from the end-diastolic positions of all inflow
and Delayed Ejection particle traces (Fig. 5a, d); its volume was
taken as the estimated LV end diastolic volume (eLVEDV), and
this enabled calculation of the Residual volume as:
Residual Volume = eLVEDV − (Direct Flow
+ Retained Inflow
+ Delayed Ejection Flow)

[1]

Path length and energy
The path length of each particle trace was calculated from the
sum of distances traveled between points of interest. The volume
occupied by each trace could be combined with its velocity information to calculate instantaneous parameters of acceleration,
deceleration and KE change. In order to calculate the total value
for these parameters during the traces’ diastolic transit through
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the LV, integration began when the traces passed the mitral vena
contracta plane, and ended when the particle trace either crossed
the LVOT plane or at the end of diastole, whichever came first.
The kinetic energy, KE, of one particle trace was calculated
as:
KE = m

v2
,
2

[2]

where v is the instantaneous velocity and m is the mass calculated
from the density of blood times the trace’s volume, measured at
the time of emission as defined above. Change of inflowing kinetic energy during diastole for one particle trace was calculated
as:
KE = m

ve2

−
2

vs2

,

[3]

where vs and ve are the velocities at the starting and ending
points of interest.

Statistical analysis
The instantaneous, mean and integrated values of the measured parameters were calculated for each flow subsets’ traces
and expressed as a population average with standard deviation.
The differences between flow subsets were compared using a
Student’s t test for paired observations; significance was assigned to a p value of <0.05.

Figure 4. The timing and proportions of left ventricular inflow components vary with diastolic phase. Diastolic time steps are shown
within a complete cardiac cycle. (Upper panel) A 50 y/o normal
subject with heart rate 60 bpm. (Lower panel) A 51 y/o DCM patient with heart rate 62 bpm. E, peak early diastole; A, atrial contraction; mitral inflow velocity (–); pulmonary vein inflow velocity
(- -); total inflow volume (light gray); Direct flow volume (dark gray).

routes of the inflow components varied with the phase in the
cardiac cycle (Figs. 2 and 4). Vortical flow was observed on the
ventricular side of the mitral leaflets and in the LV apex in all
subjects during diastole.
The path of the Direct flow through the LV was surrounded by
a combination of anatomical and flow structures (Fig. 5b). Direct flow consistently occupied the basal half of the LV, swinging

RESULTS
Components of LV flow
The total inflow volume was 62 ± 9 mL, of which 44 ±
11% was Direct. The eLVEDV was 130 ± 20 mL. Direct flow,
Retained Inflow, Delayed Ejection flow and Residual volume
represented 21 ± 6, 27 ± 8, 27 ± 6 and 24 ± 1 percent of the
eLVEDV, respectively (Fig. 3a). The origins, proportions and

Figure 3. Relative proportions of the components of the end diastolic left ventricular blood volume (LVEDV). End-diastolic components in normal subjects (a) and in the myopathic left ventricle (b)
are shown.
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Figure 5. Normal LV diastolic flow. (a) Particle trace pathlines of
short duration are emitted from a rectangular plane positioned
along the LV long axis in early diastole (velocity-encoded, red to yellow). (b)The LV diastolic components include Direct inflow (velocityencoded pathlines, red to yellow) and vortices (green vortex cores)
near the mitral valve and in the apical region. (c and d) The enddiastolic positions of the particle traces are shown (dots). Retained
inflow traces (blue dots) are distributed throughout the LV, with relative clustering in the posterolateral and subaortic regions of the
LV. Delayed Ejection outflow (red dots) are distributed throughout
the LV, with clustering in the septal-medial LV region.
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Table 2. Left Ventricular Blood Flow Components and Characteristics
Direct Inflow

Normals:

Patient:
Normals:

Subject

eLVEDV (ml)

Percent of
Inflow

Path
Length
(cm)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

120
154
117
129
135
179
128
161
146
118
140
109
128
115
123
116
100

47.2
23.3
44.4
26.4
45.7
47.5
59.5
64.8
44.5
36.6
38.5
37.3
61.0
47.6
49.3
47.7
30.6

9.8
8.3
8.2
7.2
8.9
8.1
8.5
9.1
8.5
7.5
6.2
9.1
8.8
7.0
6.6
5.5
11.2

DCM

279

Average ± SD:
Range:

130.4 ± 20.2
99.6 – 178.9

11
44.2 ± 11.4
23.2 – 64.8

13
8.1 ± 1.4
5.5 – 11.2

Retained Inflow
Change in
Diastolic
Kinetic
Energy (mJ)

Path
Length
(cm)

Change in
Diastolic
Kinetic
Energy (mJ)

1.3
0.6
0.6
0.9
2.3
2.3
0.9
3.1
3.2
0.7
0.7
0.7
2.8
1.1
2.6
2.7
1.6

18.7
13.6
17.2
12.4
15.5
17.1
15.3
18.9
17.0
11.9
14.1
14.1
15.3
11.1
14.1
11.3
16.8

7.6
6.9
9.6
7.5
11.5
9.0
8.1
8.1
8.9
4.9
7.4
8.7
5.4
6.5
9.2
8.0
12.6

0.6
1.6 ± 1.0
0.6 – 3.2

16
15.0 ± 2.4*
11.1 – 18.9

11
8.2 ± 1.9*
4.9 – 12.6

eLVEDV = end-diastolic volume estimated with particle trace end points, DCM = dilated cardiomyopathy, mJ = millijoules, SD = standard
deviation. *p < 0.05 compared to Direct inflow.

around the edge of the anterior leaflet and its corresponding vortex before turning smoothly towards the LV outflow tract. Other
flow components were clustered in other LV regions (Fig. 5c, d).
The average path length of Direct flow from the mitral vena
contracta to the LV outflow tract was 8 ± 1 cm; path lengths
became progressively shorter during diastole. The path length of
the Retained inflow was 15 ± 2 cm, assuming a single additional
cycle before ejection.

LV inflow kinetic energy
Inflow that followed the Direct route retained more of its KE
through the course of diastole than Retained inflow (1.6 ± 1.0
millijoules vs 8.2 ± 1.9 millijoules, Table 2). Retained inflow
accounted for 84% of the total diastolic reduction of the inflow
KE.

Cardiomyopathic LV flow
A single subject with dilated cardiomyopathy (DCM) was
included for preliminary comparison to the normal subjects
(Fig. 6). The LV was mildly dilated and its systolic function
was moderately depressed (end-diastolic internal diameter and
LVEF by echocardiography, 6.1 cm and 31% respectively). The
eLVEDV was approximately twice that of normals. The route
of Direct flow in the dilated LV was similar to normals (Fig. 6
b), but only 11% of the total LV inflow was Direct (Table 2).
Direct flow came from only the first 30% of diastole, in marked

Figure 6. LV diastolic flow in a patient with DCM. (a) Particle trace
pathlines of short duration are emitted from a rectangular plane
positioned along the LV long axis in a cardiomyopathic subject in
early diastole (velocity-encoded, red to yellow). (b)The LV diastolic
components include Direct inflow (velocity-encoded pathlines, red
to yellow) and vortices indicated by the green vortex cores near the
mitral valve and in the apical region (also see Video 3). (c and d)
The end-diastolic positions of the particle traces are shown (dots).
Retained inflow traces (blue dots) are clustered in the posterolateral
LV, and the Delayed Ejection outflow (red dots) are clustered in the
septal-medial LV region.
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contrast to the normal subjects (Fig. 4). On a per mL basis, in
DCM the Direct flow diastolic KE losses were comparable to
normal subjects (0.07 versus 0.06 ± 0.03 millijoules/mL); because of the small amount of Direct flow in the DCM subjection,
however, only 5% of the total inflow diastolic KE was preserved
(compared to 16 ± 8% in normal subjects). Extensive flow recirculation was seen (Fig. 6a, Video 3); the KE loss of Retained
inflow was 18-fold greater than Direct flow.

DISCUSSION
Phase contrast CMR provides three dimensional, three directional, time resolved velocity data which allow the visualization
of complex intracavitary flow, in contrast to imaging methods
where flow “disappears” as it turns out of a plane or out of alignment with an ultrasound beam. Inherently multidimensional flow
imaging tools allow us to address important questions about normal blood flow patterns, and the impact of cardiovascular disease
on them. Animations of particle trace pathlines demonstrate the
interplay of flow components (videos 1 and 2), and this approach
also permits subsequent quantification of flow components.
Compartmentalization of ventricular flow has been proposed
previously: mixing within the beating LV has been estimated
at less than 15% (26). Similar observations have been made
in the right ventricle (27). Although effectively averaged over
many heartbeats, the results of this study are in accord with the
notion of distinct behaviors of LV blood flow components, and
the components’ relative volumes and changes of KE during
diastole are estimated here for the first time.

Direct and retained flow through the LV
The relatively short course of the direct path in and out of
the LV conserves more of its KE through diastole, which may
be a mark of fluid dynamic efficiency. Loss of KE does not
necessarily imply dissipation of energy, however, as some may
be transferred to elastic potential energy in the myocardium and
elsewhere. Of interest, the direct route appears to be shaped as
much by concurrent flows as by familiar anatomic structures.
The degree to which the heart is able to utilize this pathway may
depend on the other subsets of the ventricular volume and how
they are distributed in the setting of myocardial dysfunction,
chamber dilation or arrhythmia.
Direct flow entering the LV in late diastole seems to show
the least change of speed and traces the shortest distance from
inflow to ejection. Atrial contraction also impacts other flow
components, increasing the rotational speed of the mitral vortices and accelerating flow towards the LVOT. This “boost” in
late diastolic velocity may preserve diastolic momentum (28).
These properties may be more marked in the exercising state,
which was not studied.
The Retained portion of LV inflow spends more than a single
beat within the heart. Our data suggest that most of this volume
becomes the Delayed Ejection volume for the subsequent beat,
and that the normal LV achieves effective volume exchange over
very few beats. Extensive recirculation of LV volume in the
746

setting of DCM has been reported (29); multidimensional flow
mapping in the DCM subject suggests that only a small portion
of the most peripheral recirculation volume is ejected (video 3).
The diversion of inflow KE and systolic myocardial work to flow
rotation rather than to ejection may contribute to the inefficiency
of DCM.

Limitations
This particle trace method is sensitive to noise and systematic errors along the pathline. Respiratory compensation was
not applied in acquiring these data, which may cause blurring of
small flow structures and at the edges of the cavity. In addition,
acceleration of flow may lead to errors in estimation of peak
velocities (30); this would be more relevant to systolic than to
diastolic events. Another limitation is that the spatial and temporal averaging used here will obscure minor flow disturbances
or instabilities as well as the mixing of concurrent streams.
LVEDV measurement based on endocardial segmentation
would have been optimal; these phase contrast data provided
inadequate anatomical outline to allow this. The wire frame
depiction and estimation of the LVEDV based on particle traces
were performed to provide a context for flow visualization, despite its expected limitations. The true endocardial border cannot
be identified because the traces become unreliable at very low
velocities. The density of the traces, the distribution of the residual volume, and the accuracy of the particle trance integration
will also affect the eLVEDV representation.

Conclusions
Particle trace methods create dynamic multidimensional images of flow that allow quantification of the volume, distribution,
timing and of diastolic KE changes of separate components of
intraventricular flow. Compartmentalization of flow and an efficient direct route through the diastolic LV may be basic aspects
of normal cardiac physiology; they may reflect changes in LV
configuration, myocardial function and pressure distribution that
occur with disease. Future improvements in spatial and temporal
resolution will make this particle trace approach more accurate;
analysis of subjects across a range of heart rates and ages will
be necessary to evaluate these preliminary findings in a broader
spectrum of normal individuals as well as patients. Lessons from
this type of multidirectional flow mapping may be relevant to
the design of valvular prostheses, surgical and pacing strategies,
and the individualization of therapy (31–36).

ABBREVIATIONS
3D = three dimensional
LV = left ventricle
VC = vena contracta
mJ = millijoules
ml = milliliters
LVEDV = left ventricular end-diastolic volume
eLVEDV = estimated left ventricular end-diastolic volume from
particle trace method
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ROI = region-of-interest
LVOT = left ventricular outflow tract
KE = kinetic energy
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